Time to follow guidelines, protocols, and structured procedures in medical care and time to leap out
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Abstract: Present medical practice encourages management according to written guidelines, protocols, and structured procedures (GPPs). Daily medical practice includes instances in which “leaping” from one patient management routine to another is a must. We define “frozen patient management”, when patient management leaping was required but was not performed. Frozen patient management may cause significant damage to patient safety and health and the treatment quality. This paper discusses the advantages and disadvantages of GPP-guided medical practice and gives an explanation of the problem of frozen patient management in light of quality engineering, control engineering, and learning processes. Our analysis of frozen patient management is based on consideration of medical care as a process. By considering medical care processes as a closed-loop control process, it is possible to explain why, when an indication for deviation from the expected occurs, it does not necessarily attract the medical teams’ attention, thereby preventing the realization that leaping to an alternative patient management is needed. We suggest that working according to GPPs intensifies the frozen patient management problem since working according to GPPs relates to “exploitation learning behavior”, while leaping to new patient management relates to “exploration learning behavior”. We indicate practice routines to be incorporated into GPP-guided medical care, to reduce frozen patient management.
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Introduction
One of many

One of the court rulings on medical negligence in Israel was the subject of delayed diagnosis of retinal detachment, which resulted in severe visual loss in the patient. The patient was diagnosed with infectious conjunctivitis that deteriorated. The doctors (diagnosticians and those who provided care) were captive by the diagnosis and guidelines for infectious conjunctivitis and did not consider other reasons for the patient’s visual deterioration. The end result was that they did not leap to the retina separation diagnosis and guideline until the damage became irreversible. When finally the retinal detachment was discovered, the visual loss was irreversible (case A51694/04).

The primary purpose of this paper is to introduce quality engineering terminology and techniques into medical practice. Specifically, we aimed to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of medical practice following written guidelines, protocols, and structured procedures (GPPs) and the problem of “frozen patient management (PM)” that inhibits timely “leaping” from one PM routine to another. The above scenario is an example of a medical team that continued with a selected PM, without replacing it with a more appropriate one (ie, leaping from one PM routine to another). While there
is no doubt about the benefits and importance of working according to written GPP; our approach is that there are cases where leaping from one PM routine to another is a must.

Present medical practice encourages management according to written GPPs. The GPPs are based on current evidence and experience, providing a sense of security, organization, and order to the work. In most instances, working according to GPPs results in the optimization of patient care. It also gives peace of mind to the caregiving team. Nevertheless there are cases where replacing the chosen GPP by an alternative one may be required (ie, leaping from one PM routine to another). For instance, leaping may be required when the initial PM was based on data of high uncertainty and was created before additional, clearer data or data validation was available, thus leading to choice of the wrong GPP. Moreover, even when the chosen GPP is correct, the specific patient may not react as expected to the treatment. This may happen since GPPs fit most of the patients with the specific problem but not all.

Despite the importance of timely leaping from a decided GPP to another, there are events when medical teams fail to do so. We define “frozen PM” as a failure to leap. Frozen PM may cause significant damage to patient safety, health, and the treatment quality.

The following discussion is an attempt to analyze the problem of frozen PM in light of quality engineering, control engineering, and learning processes that have been shown to improve function in industries. The adaptation of quality and engineering concepts to the health care domain started in the 1980s, with a main emphasis on the structural process and outcome aspects of medical care, by several researchers who shared the view that: “The current American healthcare system is in crisis … engineering can be used to transform the healthcare system into one that is safe, effective, patient centered, timely, efficient, and equitable”. It is important to notice that attention was given to structural process and outcome aspects of medical care and not to the medical care professionals’ decisions and processes. The following includes our suggestion to adapt the concepts of quality engineering, control engineering, and learning to medical care.

Our explanation for frozen PM is based on consideration of medical care as a process. By considering medical care processes as closed-loop control processes, it is possible to explain why, when an indication for deviation from expected occurs, it does not necessarily attract the medical teams’ attention, thereby preventing the realization that leaping to an alternative PM is needed. We call these indications gaps – rifts between expected and actual output results. Here, we adopt an approach based on analysis of closed-loop control systems demonstrating that when gaps occur, the controller compensates for it (ie, indicating “false alarm”) and prevents its realization. Only extremely large gaps may really be realized as failures that require response.

We suggest that frozen PM occurs since PM is a closed-loop process it suffers from the problem of not realizing gaps as failures. Although in principle, the problem seems to be similar, ie, not recognizing gaps as failures, the mechanisms to explain it are different. Frozen PM occurs when gaps are considered to be part of the current PM without raising explicit attention to anomalies – even if the actual state is, in fact, quite different. In the medical care closed-loop process, the “controller” is the human mind.

Moreover, working according to GPPs intensifies the frozen PM problem since working according to GPP relates to an “exploitation” learning behavior, while leaping to new PM relates to an “exploration” learning behavior. Traditionally, exploration and exploitation learning behaviors are related to research and development. We adapt these terms to patient care. Organizational learning is “the process of improving actions through better knowledge and understanding,” while learning behavior consists of activities through which data are obtained and processed. Exploitation is defined as the “ongoing use of a firm’s knowledge base”, therefore exploitative behavior emphasizes standardization, uniformity, low risk, consistency, and low variance. Exploration is defined as “search for new knowledge”; therefore explorative behavior emphasizes discretion, high variability, and high risks.

We suggest that although GPPs emphasize exploitative behavior, they enfeeble exploration learning behavior. As a result, working according to GPPs intensifies the frozen PM problem.

**Doctors in a closed loop**

A closed-loop system is a system in which the controller is used to automatically modify the control input of a plant in such a way that the process remains stable, and the output remains as close as possible to its desired value. For example, for engineering a closed-loop system one could envision a heat exchanger that should heat water to a specific temperature. If the water temperature is lower than the target value, more heated steam is made to flow.

In order to explain unidentified failures in medical care, we modeled the medical care process as a closed-loop one (Figure 1), based on Wagner’s logical model of medical diagnosis.
The process model contains the following blocks:

- **Database:** The teams evaluate \( P(D_i) \), the probability that the patient has a particular set of diseases \( D_i \).
- **Patient status:** The teams evaluate \( P(S_i|D_i) \), the probability of the occurrence of a syndrome \( S_i \) given a particular set of diseases \( D_i \).
- **Evaluation block:** The medical team evaluates \( P(D_i|S_i) \), the probability of the patient having the set of diseases \( D_i \) expressed by the syndrome \( S_i \); and \( P(D_i'|S_i) \), the probability that the patient does not have the set of diseases \( D_i \), given the syndrome \( S_i \). These probabilities are estimated by analyzing \( P(D_i), P(S_i|D_i) \), and the patient manifestation \( m_i \).
- **Diagnosis block:** The medical team determines the patient diagnosis, derived from the evaluation block.
- **Treatment block:** The medical team treats the patient according to the treatment plan. The patient manifestation \( m_i \) is received from this block. The patient manifestations at \( t = 0 \) are the initial ones.

As time progresses, the manifestations change with the treatment, as is the patient’s response to it. The patient’s manifestation \( m_i \) returns to the evaluation block as an input to the decision of whether the PM should remain unchanged and stay in the closed-loop or leap to another PM (different closed-loop). When frozen PM occurs, ie, when the manifestations \( m_i \) deviate from the expected \( m_i \), it should not necessarily be considered as relating to failure.

Relating to the heat exchanger example, if a hole occurs in one of the steam pipes, additional steam is made to flow, and the output water temperature is kept at the temperature target value. When monitoring the water temperature, it is not identified as a clear deviation from the temperature target unless several deviations occur; the reason is that the controller has compensated by increasing the released steam. Similarly, the medical team may relate to a deviated manifestation (ie, gap) as resulting from other reasons, such as technical problems (equipment mishaps) or delay in the patient’s response to treatment. Only when the gap is extremely large or the medical manifestations are very unexpected and unambiguous, will the team reconsider the gap as a failure.

In medical care processes, the “controller” is the human mind, which does not identify the gaps as failures, mainly due to factors such as biases and habitual routine. Anchoring bias is the common human tendency to rely too heavily, or “anchor”, on one trait or piece of information when deciding on the PM, locking on to salient features in a PM too early and failing to adjust in light of later information. Furthermore, the wrong PM can even drive the medical team to look for tests that will support its PM rather than searching for additional options, creating the “confirmation bias”: Looking for evidence to support a PM rather than looking for evidence that might rebut it. “Ego bias is manifested in the warping of probability estimates in a self-serving way”. Recent study has shown that both individual physicians and medical teams show great confidence in their judgments, even when it can be shown to be incorrect. A physician’s ego is affected by patients, who often need to consider their physician as someone who never fails, especially in critical situations involving a patient’s life. Since physicians often believe that they will beat the overall odds of success for any venture in which they participate and that they are always right, they fail to ask for a second opinion, even in risky cases. Medical teams may not change the PM since this can be perceived as admitting a failure to predict the correct PM.

“A habitual routine exists when a group repeatedly exhibits a functionally similar pattern of behavior in a given stimulus situation without explicitly selecting it over alternative ways of behaving”. We claim that frozen PM is a specific aspect of habitual routine. It relates to a medical team that is not aware of the need to leap to an alternative PM, even when the results indicate that the current PM is inappropriate and irrelevant. Teams, like individuals, often develop habitual routines for dealing with frequently encountered stimuli. Habitual routine drives teams to ignore alternative behavior since automatically, new or different data are considered to comply with the same PM, without giving explicit attention to anomalies. This phenomenon is very prevalent in medical teams since habitual routine often occurs when dealing with a process subjected to frequently changing stimuli, as happens in medical care.

---

**Figure 1** Medical care process modeled as a closed-loop process.
**Notes:** \( P(D) \) is the probability that the patient has a particular set of diseases \( D \). \( P(S|D) \) is the probability of the occurrence of a syndrome \( S \) given a particular set of diseases \( D \). \( P(D|S) \) is the probability of the patient having the set of diseases \( D \), expressed by the syndrome \( S \). \( P(D'|S) \) is the probability that the patient does not have the set of diseases \( D' \), given the syndrome \( S \). \( m_i \) is the patient manifestation.
Frozen PM, GPPs, and learning
GPPs, in which organizations store knowledge, emphasize controlling the variance in processes and outcomes. They reduce the variance and the personnel’s ambiguity, and as a result, emphasize low-variance establishment and ensure uniform execution. GPPs are based on knowledge and experience, are considered fit, and the general advice they proffer is thought to be applicable to a broad range of cases. Working according to GPPs relates to exploitation learning behavior.

While GPPs relate to exploitation learning behavior, which emphasizes standardization, uniformity, low risk, consistency, and low variance, leaping to an alternative PM requires discretion, high variability, flexibility, experimentation, and divergent thinking. Leaping to an alternative PM is largely dependent on the ability of the medical team to be continuously aware of the importance of updating and expanding knowledge and data in light of changing data and environmental conditions, as well as the essentiality of PM changing with time. This can and should use internal as well as external options and ideas. It means that the medical team cannot afford to rely entirely on their “inside” subdivision knowledge; they should also look for “outside” options. In patient care, the treating medical teams are usually experts in one discipline, with a limited set of information, and thus are bound to a lower level of flexibility. The medical team should be open to incorporating an outsider’s input. Leaping to an alternative PM requires exploration learning behavior. Exploration learning behavior consists of activities such as searching for, discovering, creating, and experimenting with new opportunities; experimenting with new approaches; innovating; and reconsidering existing beliefs and decisions.

GPPs restrict exploration learning behavior since their structured nature makes adaptation difficult. The variation-reducing focus restricts the development of alternatives, hampers the discretion of the employees, leads to resistance to change and momentum, and thus, inhibits variability, thereby leading to an “easy road” of habitual routines. Moreover, well-learned guidelines and procedures generally contribute to individual members’ comfort with the department — well-learned guidelines and procedures increase members’ confidence about their roles in the department, and reduce the risk of “doing the wrong thing” and being perceived as a deviant.

Integration of exploitation and exploration learned behavior applied to medical practice
Two approaches have been introduced to provide explanations of how organizations can achieve both exploration and exploitation learning behaviors. The first approach, “ambidextrous”, refers to highly differentiated but weakly integrated subunits. According to this approach, organizational units should specialize in either exploration or exploitation learning behaviors. Exploration units should be located in different places, have different personnel, and even be related to suborganizations that are distinct from the “mother firm.” In medicine, this may be analogous to different functions characterizing academic and nonacademic institutions. The second approach, “punctuated equilibrium”, refers to temporal rather than organizational structure differentiation. It suggests organizational transformation through cycles of long time periods of exploitation learning behavior and short bursts of exploration learning behavior. This approach enables organizations to balance between exploration and exploitation learning behaviors as they shift from one activity to another. This approach is difficult to apply to medical practice, which needs an overall continuous, uninterrupted practice routine. Yet perhaps focal, pointed organizational leaping may occur.

Unfortunately, medicine requires a new approach that combines the two accepted and contradictory approaches, both of which deal with the balance between exploration and exploitation learning behaviors. On the one hand, in line with the ambidextrous approach, we posit that exploitation and exploration learning behaviors are separate and derive from the PM leaping. On the other hand, since the interplay is generally short (in terms of time) and dynamic, it can be said that the two learning behaviors exist simultaneously, as in the punctuated equilibrium approach. Moreover, while the existence of interplay has been discussed in several studies, other authors believe that interplay occurs over a relatively long period of time. We, on the other hand, suggest that the interplay (ie, leaping) can occur over very short time periods: days or even hours. In order to reduce frozen PM occurrence, daily routine clinical practice should be able to incorporate exploration into its routine exploitation infrastructure. Further research is still needed before appropriate guidelines can be written on the subject.

Conclusion
In most cases, working in closed-loop systems according to GPPs results in the optimization of patient care and maximization of treatment quality and safety. In some cases, leaping from one PM to another may be required. Despite the importance and benefits of the introduction of GPP into the PM routine, some disadvantages will be incorporated. Working according to GPPs intensifies the problem of
frozen PM. Consequently, working according to GPPs must be established with a methodology that will ensure PM leaping when required. Further research is needed to achieve the goal of introducing structured integration of exploitation and exploration learning behavior into medical practice.
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